The pro-R/pro-S system has been redefined by using the concept of pro-RS-stereogenicity, where two ligands in an RS-diastereotopic relationship are pairwise characterized by pro-R-and pro-S-descriptors on the basis of stereoisograms. As for a practical criterion for determining RS-diastereotopic relationships, a symmetry criterion has been developed as a new matter by extending the concept of stereoisograms to testify RS-diastereotopic relationships. The conventional definitions of pro-R/pro-S-descriptors which are based on the original term "prochirality" (along with enantiotopic and diastereotopic relationships) and on the revised term "prostereogenicity" (along with stereoheterotopic relationships) are altogether abandoned. The revised concept of prochirality has a purely geometric meaning, which stems from the term enantiotopic relationship or equivalently enantiospheric equivalence class (S. Fujita, Symmetry and Combinatorial Enumeration in Chemistry, Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg (1991)). The two concepts for describing intramolecular environments, i.e., the pro-RS-stereogenicity and the prochirality, are clarified to correspond to the concepts of RS-stereogenicity and chirality, which have been formulated on the basis of stereoisograms in order to bring about a harmonized viewpoint to stereoisomeric and geometric intermolecular features of stereochemistry (S. Fujita, J. Org. Chem., 69, 3158-3165 (2004); J. Comput. Aided Chem., 10, 16-29 (2009)). Chirality-faithfulness of pro-R/pro-S-descriptors specified by RS-diastereotopic relationships is discussed to harmonize pro-RS-stereogenicity with prochirality.
Introduction
In order to specify intramolecular environments, the pro-R/pro-S system [1] (or the Re/Si system [2] ) has been widely adopted in organic stereochemistry. However, a paradoxical and confused situation has continued until now with respect to what the system specifies among such intramolecular environments. The term "prochirality" was originally proposed by Hanson [1] to indicate what the system specifies, where it was claimed to define a geometric property. Although the prefix pro was used to designate a precursory stage of chirality, the term "prochirality (original)" was paradoxically used to describe both achiral and chiral intramolecular environments, because the pro-R/pro-S system covers both of them. The paradoxical usage of the term "prochirality (original)" is parallel to the paradoxical usage of the term "chirality (original)'" in the original version of the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog (CIP) system for giving RS-stereodescriptors to molecules, where such RS-stereodescriptors were originally claimed to specify molecular chirality but cover achiral molecules (pseudoasymmetric cases) along with chiral molecules [3] .
Later, the revised CIP system has adopted a plausible remedy for avoiding the paradoxical situation, where the basis of the CIP system was changed from "chirality (original)" to "stereogenicity" [4] . According to the revision of the CIP system, the basis of the pro-R/pro-S system was inevitably changed from "prochirality (original)" to "prostereoisomerism" or "prostereogenicity" [5] . In this context, Mislow-Siegel's convincing discussion on geometric features of molecules recommended that the usage of "prochirality (original)" with reference to prostereoisomerism should be altogether abandoned [6] . After his criticism against "prochirality (original)", Helmchen (page 20 of [7] ) also stated: "Terms containing prochiral, such as prochiral unit or element, prochiral molecules or prochirality, must be abandoned."
However, their recommendations [6, 7] have been seemingly disregarded so that the term "prochirality (original)" has been still preferred by biochemists and organic chemists so as to be adopted even by the IUPAC 1996 Recommendations [8] .
Moreover, even the revised CIP system [4] has still used terms such as "chirality centers" and "chirality axes" which were based on the term "chirality (original)", although the usage of "chirality (original)" with reference to stereogenicity should be altogether abandoned.
Although an attributive term "prostereoisomerism" was coined in place of the term "prochirality (original)", it can be concerned with two kinds of relationships, i.e., enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones. In order to create a relational term corresponding to the attributive term "prostereoisomerism" in a one-to-one fashion, another relational term "stereoheterotopism" (or "stereoheterotopic" relationships) was coined so as to mix up enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones (i.e., stereoheterotopic = enantiotopic + diastereotopic) [9, 10] . The coinage aimed at assigning the capability of giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to a specific kind of property (i.e., "prostereoisomerism" or "prochirality (original)") or a specific kind of relationships ("stereoheterotopic" relationships or "stereoheterotopism").
Helmchen stated (page 20 of [7] ) "However, the term stereotopicity [stereoheterotopicity] and the related concepts were not available to Hanson and it is tempting to regard the "pro-terminology" as a mishap in the history of stereochemistry." (The term in the pair of brackets is added by the present author). However, even the term "stereoheterotopic" (or "stereotopic") has not avoided the drawbacks pointed out for the term "prochirality (original)".
Thus, although the pro-R/pro-S system has dealt with non-geometric features of molecules, the system has paradoxically employed the term "stereoheterotopic" (= enantiotopic + diastereotopic), which was originally defined to specify geometric features of molecules. On the same line, the Re/Si system as an alternative for specification of topicity of stereoheterotopic ligands has employed the terms "enantiotopic" and "diastereotopic", which were originally defined to specify geometric features of molecules (Subsection 1.1.4 of [7] ).
As for geometric and non-geometric features of molecules, it should be noted that there are enantiotopic pairs of ligands which cannot be specified by the pro-R/pro-S system, although such enantiotopic pairs are regarded as stereoheterotopic because of the definition. As an inevitable result, there are stereoheterotopic pairs of ligands which cannot be specified by the pro-R/pro-S system. No answers have appeared to the question: Which part of stereoheterotopic pairs does the pro-R/pro-S system specify?
We can safely say that the ad-hoc remedy by coining the term "stereoheterotopism" (or "stereoheterotopicity") has resulted in a tentative concealment of the paradoxical situation, so that it has undesignedly delayed a complete settlement.
Recently, Fujita has developed the concept of sphericities [11, 12] , which was proven to be a basis of defining the term prochirality as a purely geometrical property [13] . The newly-defined prochirality is distinct from the term "prochirality (original)" so that the former term is capable of characterizing different behaviors of two enantiotopic ligands (which belong to a two-membered enantiospheric orbit) under chiral environments such as attacks of chiral reagents. In contrast, the latter term "prochirality (original)" is proven to be impure from a geometric point of view, so that it contains different behaviors without chiral environments along with the abovementioned different behaviors under chiral environments.
More recently, Fujita [14, 15] has clarified that even "stereogenicity" (as a remedy for the CIP system) and "prostereoisomerism" (or "prostereogenicity" as a remedy for the pro-R/pro-S system) are insufficient to arrive at complete settlement of the paradoxical situations. After the development of stereoisograms, Fujita has proposed the concept of RS-stereoisomeric relationships as subclasses of stereoisomeric relationships [14] . The RS-stereoisomeric relationships are subdivided into three relationships, i.e., enantiomeric, RS-diastereomeric, and holantimeric relationships, which specify a quadruplet of promolecules contained in a stereoisogram. Such stereoisograms have revealed that the RS-stereodescriptors of the CIP system specify RS-stereogenicity (or in other words, RS-diastereomeric relationships), but neither chirality nor stereogenicity (neither enantiomeric relationships nor stereoisomeric relationships).
By means of stereoisograms, Fujita has also clarified that the capability of giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors is ascribed to pro-RS-stereogenicity, which is a distinct concept different from prochirality and provides a more concise and definite viewpoint than the conventional term "prostereoisomerism" (or "prostereogenicity") [15] . Fujita has also developed an alternative formulation of pro-RS-stereogenicity, where the term RS-diastereotopic was coined in analogy with the term RS-diastereomeric [16, 17] .
The coinage of the term "stereoheterotopism" (or "stereoheterotopicity") has implied the dichotomy between enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones for intramolecular stereoheterotopic relationships, which turns out to be parallel to the dichotomy between enantiomers and diastereomers for intermolecular stereoisomeric relationships. In contrast, the term RS-diastereotopic coined in a parallel way to the term RS-diastereomeric is free from such dichotomy.
As for practical criteria of assigning pro-R/pro-Sdescriptors on the basis of pro-RS-stereogenicity, an RS-tropicity criterion [15] , a substitution criterion [17] , and a membership criterion [17] have been developed. However, another succinct criterion (here named a symmetry criterion) should be developed in order to spread the methodology based on pro-RS-stereogenicity.
Even in the state-of-the-art descriptions appearing in textbooks [18] [19] [20] , however, the pro-R/pro-S system (or the Re/Si system) has been based on the conventional terminology of stereochemistry so that the system lacks such newly-developed concepts as pro-RS-stereogenicity and RS-diastereotopic relationships. This means that although practices and results of the pro-R/pro-S system would prove its versatility as an essential tool or organic stereochemistry, the foundation of the system is inadequately documented. Hence, we should urgently incorporate the newly-developed concepts with the system by introducing the symmetry criterion as a new consistent set of rules, where practices and results of the system should remain unchanged as far as possible. This task is the target of the present paper.
Pro-RS-Stereogenicity vs. Prochirality
The concept of "prochirality (original)" defined by Hanson [1] and the improved concept of "prostereoisomerism" or "prostereogenicity" [5] are altogether abandoned in characterizing the foundations of the pro-R/pro-S system (or the Re/Si system). These concepts are entirely replaced by the concept of pro-RS-stereogenicity proposed by Fujita [15] , where the conventional term "stereoheterotopic (= enantiotopic + diastereotopic)" is entirely replaced by the new term RS-diastereotopic defined by Fujita [17] . In spite of these actions, practices and results of the pro-R/pro-S system remain unchanged in most cases. The term prochirality is used in such a geometric meaning that is correlated to enantiotopic relationships defined by Mislow and Raban [21] or equivalently to enantiospheric properties defined by Fujita [11] [12] [13] . Both of the terms "enantiotopic" and "diastereotopic" [21] are not used to characterize the foundations of the pro-R/pro-S system. Although the term enantiotopic is used only in a geometric meaning, the exclusive usage of enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones in the conventional stereochemistry is no longer adopted in the present approach. Instead, RS-diastereotopic relationships are here used independent of enantiotopic relationships, where the former may coexist with the latter.
Pro-RS-Stereogenicity,

RS-Permutations and RS-Diastereotopic Relationships
Suppose that a molecule 1 is constructed by placing a set of ligands a, b, and two c's on the four positions of a tetrahedral skeleton, where the ligands may be chiral or achiral in isolation. Although the terms promolecule and proligand should be used according to a previous report [22] , the terms molecule and ligand are used, so long as such usage causes no confusion.
The molecule is transformed into another molecule by RS-permutations defined as follows:
RS-Permutation
Operations. An operation of permuting two or more ligands in a tetrahedral molecule is called an RS-permutation operation. It is important that any ligand (especially any chiral ligand in isolation) does not change its configuration during the permutation operation. In particular, an improper RS-permutation causes a left-right inversion of a skeleton but does not alter the configuration of ligands at issue. The determination of an R-or S-stereodescriptor by the CIP system is based on such an RS-permutation operation. Figure 1 . Symmetry criterion for determining RS-diastereotopic relationship, which is correlated to an RS-diastereomeric relationship due to an RS-permutation. Ligands of the same kind (tentatively differentiated as c α and c β in the left molecule are permuted to give the right molecule, where ligands a, b, c α , and c β may be chiral or achiral in isolation. The relationship between the two c's (c α and c β ) is determined to be RS-diastereotopic.
The starting molecule and the resulting molecule may be different or identical. For the sake of simplicity, the term "improper" is omitted so long as such omission causes no confusion.
Such an (improper) RS-permutation operation is a permutation which has the same cycle structure as an appropriate reflection operation. For example, the molecule 1 is converted into 1' on the action of an RS-permutation operation represented by a product of cycles (1)(2)(3 4), which shows the improper RS-permutation of two ligands c's on the positions numbered as 3 and 4 without altering the configurations of the ligands. Hence, the relationship between the two molecules is determined to be self-RS-diastereomeric ( d ) so that the molecule 1 is referred to as being RS-astereogenic according to [14] .
Pro-RS-Stereogenicity. Pro-RS-stereogenicity is a property of an object (in particular, of a molecular entity) having two ligands of the same kind (or of constitutionally equivalence, e.g., the two c's of the promolecule Cabc 2 ), where an RS-permutation of the two ligands without altering their configurations provides another object which is superposable to the original object.
Obviously, the two c's of the RS-astereogenic molecule 1 have the property described in the definition of pro-RS-stereogenicity so that 1 is determined to exhibit pro-RS-stereogenicity. It should be noted that such molecules as Cab 3 and Ca 4 do not exhibit pro-RS-stereogenicity, although they are RS-astereogenic.
RS-Diastereotopic Relationships (Determined by a Symmetry Criterion)
. When the two ligands c's of such an object exhibiting pro-RS-stereogenicity (e.g., 1) are tentatively distinguished by subscripts α and β , the RS-permutation is illustrated by a scheme shown in Figure 1 . Then, the two tentative objects 2 and 3 are in an RS-diastereomeric relationship ( Because the present criterion for determining RS-diastereotopic relationships is characterized by a tentative desymmetrization of the two c's into c α and c β (Figure 1) , it is called a symmetry criterion. Although these definitions are restricted to tetrahedral molecules, their generality is assured by slight modification without changing the essence of these definitions. For an overview of other criteria, see Figure 2 of [17] .
Suppose that a priority sequence of ligands, e.g., (higher) a > b > c = c (lower), is assigned to the four ligands of 2 according to the CIP priority system [3, 4] . The two c's are differentiated as shown in 2. When we put focus on the ligand c α , the ligand c α is considered to have preference over c β , so that we obtain a tentative priority sequence, a > b > c α ≥ c β . Note that the symbol ≥ indicates that the ligand c α has hypothetical or tentative priority over the ligand c β .
The concept of "chirality (original)" for the original CIP system [3] and the improved concept of "stereogenicity" for the revised CIP system [4] are altogether abandoned in characterizing the foundations of the CIP system. Hence, the "chirality rule" proposed by Prelog and Helmchen [4] is changed into the RS-stereogenicity rule, where terms such as "chirality unit" and "chirality label" are changed into the terms RS-stereogenic unit and RS-stereogenic label:
RS-Stereogenicity
Rule. Among ligands of highest precedence the path of their sequence if followed from their preferred side of the model, that is, the side remote from the ligand of lowest precedence, and depending on whether the path turns to right or left, the RS-stereogenic unit will be assigned the RS-stereogenic label R or S. Accordingly, the "prochirality rule" proposed by Hanson [1] is entirely replaced by the pro-RS-stereogenicity rule as follows, where the term "prochirality center" is replaced by the term "pro-RS-stereogenic center". Although it seems to be a simple renaming, the replacement turns out to have a deep meaning so as to bring out a paradigm shift in organic stereochemistry, as will be described later.
Pro-RS-stereogenicity Rule. Let us examine the case of a tentative priority sequence, a > b > c α ≥ c β , where the ligand c α of the two c's is selected to be a target of naming. After the ligand of the lowest priority c β is placed behind the pro-RS-stereogenicity center and the other three ligands a > b > c α , the latter set of the three ligands is viewed from the front side. If the observed sequence a > b > c α is clockwise, then the selected ligand c α is assigned the pro-RS-stereogenic label pro-R; otherwise it is assigned pro-S. Similar procedures are applied to cases of other priority sequences.
The pro-RS-stereogenicity rule is parallel to the RS-stereogenicity rule. As found easily, the assignment of pro-R/pro-S-descriptors depends on a priority sequence employed, e.g., a > c α ≥ c β > b and c α ≥ c β > a > b in addition to a > b > c α ≥ c β . The following discussions adopt the last sequence as a representative, but the process of giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors is not affected by using the other priority sequences.
The pro-RS-stereogenicity rule is illustrated in Figure  1 . Because the ligand c β of 2 is regarded as the ligand of lowest precedence, the tentative molecule 2 has an R-configuration in terms of the priority sequence a > b > c α ≥ c β . This assignment is designated by the symbol (R) at the central atom of 2, where the tentative nature of this assignment is emphasized by a pair of parentheses. Hence, the focused ligand c α of 2 is determined to be a pro-R ligand. On the other hand, the assignment of the ligand c β of 2 is carried out after the subscript βis replaced by α and vice versa. This replacement is equivalent to the conversion of 2 into 3. Then, the focused ligand c α of 3 is reversely determined to have a pro-S-descriptor, which is read as the assignment to the ligand c β of 2.
The procedure described for Figure 1 indicates that the RS-diastereotopic relationship between the two ligands c α and c β in 2 (exhibiting pro-RS-stereogenicity) is correlated to the tentative RS-diastereomeric relationship between 2 and 3 (exhibiting RS-stereogenicity). In other words, the assignment of the ligands c α (pro-R) and c β (pro-S) of 2 is paired with the assignment of the ligands c α (pro-S) and c β (pro-R) of 3.
More strictly speaking, the pro-R-descriptor of c α in 2 is paired with the pro-S-descriptor of c α in 3, while the pro-S-descriptor of c β in 2 is paired with the pro-R-descriptor of c β in 3. It should be emphasized here that the pro-R-and pro-S-descriptors determined as above are concerned with pro-RS-stereogenicity, but not with prochirality defined geometrically.
The pairwise nature of pro-R-and pro-S-descriptors is important so as to be emphasized by the following rule:
Rule of Pairwise Appearance. By means of the pro-RS-stereogenicity rule, pro-R-and pro-S-descriptors are given pairwise to two ligands in an RS-diastereotopic relationship by using a common priority sequence.
In the conventional stereochemistry, however, the pairwise nature of pro-R-and pro-S-descriptors has been frequently ascribed to an enantiotopic relationship (e.g., between the two ligands X's of CABX 2 ) so that there emerge an undesigned confusion pointed out in the Introduction.
Prochirality, Reflections, and Enantiotopic Relationships
The term prochirality is used here in a purely geometric meaning so that its connotation is distinct from the term pro-RS-stereogenicity. The concept of prochirality has nothing to do with the procedure of giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors but plays an important role in discussions on reactivities under chiral environments.
First, reflection operations are introduced in contrast to RS-permutation operations.
Reflection Operations.
To determine the achirality/chirality of a given molecule, we examine whether its isolated mirror-image can be superposed on the original molecule or not. An operation of generating such a mirror-image is called a reflection operation. If superposable, the original molecule is achiral. If not superposable, it is chiral. When chiral, the original molecule and its mirror-image molecule are called enantiomeric. It is important that any ligand (especially any chiral ligand in isolation) is changed into the corresponding ligand of the opposite configuration. Thus, each reflection operation (called an improper rotation) causes a left-right inversion of a skeleton as well as an alternation of the configuration of the ligand at issue. Figure 2 , where the symbols A and B denote achiral ligands in isolation and the symbols c and c denotes a pair of enantiomeric ligands in isolation. The molecule 4 is converted into 4 (= 4) on the action of a reflection operation represented by a product of cycles (1)(2)(3 4), which the two ligands c and c at the positions numbered as 3 and 4 are interchanged with altering the configurations of the ligands. The number with an overbar indicates the alternation of ligand configuration. Hence, the relationship between the two molecules is determined to be self-enantiomeric ( t g ) so that the molecule 4 is referred to as being achiral according to stereochemical conventions. The relationship between c and c is determined to be enantiotopic. If c = c = X, all ligands are achiral in isolation, so that the relationship between the two ligands X's is enantiotopic.
For example, let us examine a compound 4 shown in
Prochirality. Prochirality is the property of an achiral object (in particular, of an achiral molecular entity) having two ligands, which are converted into each other by a reflection (with altering the configurations of ligands) but are not interchanged by a rotation.
In general, prochirality can be defined as a property of two or more-membered orbits on the action of rotoreflections [13] . Although the present discussion is restricted to prochirality for an achiral object having two ligands to be examined, the result is applicable to such general cases.
Obviously, the two ligands c and c of the achiral molecule 4 have the property described in the definition of prochirality so that 4 is determined to exhibit prochirality. It should be noted that such molecules as CA 2 c c exhibit prochirality with respect to the two ligands c and c.
The two ligands described in the definition of prochirality (e.g., c/c in 4) is defined as being in an enantiotopic relationship according to Mislow and Raban [21] . The pair may satisfy c = c = X (achiral in isolation), so that the enantiotopicity between the two achiral ligands X's is maintained in the resulting molecular entity CABX 2 . The enantiotopic relationship between the two ligands (c and c) of 4 means that they are equivalent to each other under achiral environments (on the action of reflection operations mathematically or with the absence of chiral reagents chemically). They are differentiated under chiral environments (e.g., under the action of chiral reagents).
Enantiotopic Relationships (Determined by a Symmetry Criterion).
This differentiation can be demonstrated by attaching tentative subscripts α and β, as shown in the second column of As a result, the tentative enantiomeric relationship (5/5) as an intermolecular relationship is correlated to the enantiotopic relationship (c/ c ) as an intramolecular relationship.
According to Ref. [14] , the molecular entity 4 is already RS-stereogenic, if the ligands c and c are chiral in isolation. It follows that the CIP system characterizes 4 to have an R-configuration by using the priority sequence A > B > c > c. Hence, 4 does not exhibit pro-RS-stereogenicity although it is prochiral. Note that tentative promolecule 5 and its RS-diastereomer 6 are RS-diastereomeric even if the subscripts αand β are deleted.
Stereoisograms
Although the concept of pro-RS-stereogenicity is distinct from the concept of prochirality, the two concepts are closely related. The interaction between the two concepts (or between enantiotopic and RS-diastereotopic relationships) can be demonstrated by means of stereoisograms [15, 17] , which have been developed to specify the interaction between RS-stereogenicity and chirality (or between enantiomeric and RS-diastereomeric relationships) [14] . The present section is devoted to a new alternative approach based on stereoisograms, which are extended into a more convenient format for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity and for showing how pro-R/pro-S-descriptors based on pro-RS-stereogenicity are related to properties based on prochirality.
Chirality-Faithfulness of Priority Sequences
By keeping in mind the distinction between pro-RS-stereogenicity and prochirality, let us examine 2 (the left formula of Figure 3 ), which is generated as the enantiomer of 2 (Figure 1 ). The procedure shown in Figure 1 is applied to 2 as shown in Figure 3 , so that there appears a tentative RS-diastereomer 3, which is enantiomeric to 3 (the RS-diastereomer of 2). In order to discuss pro-RS-stereogenicity and prochirality from a balanced viewpoint for giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors, we introduce the concept of chirality-faithfulness:
to the ligand c α of 2, the latter priority sequence is referred to as being chirality-faithful.
Then the ligand c α of 2a is assigned pro-S in terms of the chirality-faithful priority sequence. Thereby, the assignment of the ligands c α (pro-R) and c β (pro-S) in 2 can be regarded as being seemingly pairwise to the assignment of the ligands c α (pro-S) and c β (pro-R) in the corresponding enantiomer 2 a. However, the pro-S-descriptor for the ligand c α of 2a has no direct relation to the pro-R-descriptor for the ligand c α of 2, because the priority sequence ā > b > c α ≥ c β for the specification of 2a is different from the priority sequence a > b > c α ≥ c β for the specification of 2. Or rather, the pro-S-descriptor for the ligand c α of 2a is recognized to be conceptually related to the pro-R-descriptor for the ligand c α of 3 a by employing the process shown in Figure 3 , because the common priority sequence ā > b > c α ≥ c β is used.
In other words, the assignment of the ligands c α (pro-S) and c β (pro-R) of 2a is paired with the assignment of the ligands c α (pro-R) and c β ( pro-S) of 3a ( Figure  3 ).
Chirality-Unfaithfulness. If another priority
assigning pro-R to the ligand c α of 2, the latter priority sequence is referred to as being chirality-unfaithful.
Then, the ligand c α of 2b is assigned pro-R in terms of the chirality-unfaithful priority sequence ( Figure 3) . Obviously, the pro-R-descriptor for the ligand c α of 2b has no conceptual relation to the pro-R-descriptor for the ligand c α of 2.
For example, when we put b = ā , the priority sequence a (1) > ā (2) > c α (3) ≥ c β (4) for 2 is converted into another priority sequence a (2) > ā (1) > c α (3) ≥ c β (4). These two priority sequences are different by taking the attached locant numbers into consideration, although they seem to be equal without such locant numbers. Hence, the starting priority sequence is chirality-unfaithful. Thereby, the ligand c α of 2 (where b = ā) is characterized to be pro-R ( Figure  1) , while the ligand c α of 2 b (where b = a) is determined to be pro-R (Figure 3 ). It follows that the assignment of the ligands c α (pro-R) and c β (pro-S) in 2 cannot be regarded as being paired with the assignment of the ligands c α (pro-R) and c β (pro-S) in 2b .
Obviously, the failure of pairing stems from the chirality-unfaithfulness of the priority sequence a (1) > ā 
Stereoisograms for Testifying Pro-RS-Stereogenicity
Pro-RS-stereogenicity is conceptually distinct but closely related to prochirality as a geometric property. In order to demonstrate how they are related to each other, Figures 1, 3 , and 4 are integrated by means of stereoisograms developed by Fujita [14, 23] . This type of stereoisograms is capable of visualizing the scope of the symmetry criterion ( Figure 1 ) more clearly. As explained below, this stereoisogram belongs to Type III, where three types of relationships appear: enantiomeric relationships (
Stereoisograms for Testifying
The enantiomeric relationships are not used for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity but they are added for the sake of judging chirality-faithfulness. Note that the two ligands c's are tentatively differentiated by the subscripts αand β in order to test RS-diastereotopic relationships. On the basis of the three types of relationships, three types of properties, i.e., chirality (paired with achirality), RS-stereogenicity (paired with RS-astereogenicity), and sclerality (paired with asclerality), are defined as attributes of a stereoisogram [14, 24] . Thereby, the stereoisogram depicted in Figure 5 is interpreted by following the discussions described above on Figures 1, 3, and 4. Table 1 shows a brief summary of testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity along with prochirality. 
Such stereoisograms for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity are categorized into five types as shown in Table 2 , which are common to stereoisograms for representing molecules [14] . Combination of three types of attributes Type I: chiral
The five types collected in Table 2 indicate that pro-RS-stereogenicity can appear in molecules of Types II and IV, which are RS-astereogenic and capable of being converted into RS-stereogenic molecules (Types I, III, and V) and that prochirality can appear in molecules of Types IV and V, which are achiral and convertible into chiral molecules (Type I, II, and III).
Pro-RS-Stereogenic Units for Giving pro-R/pro-S-Descriptors
Local Pro-RS-Stereogenicity on the Basis of Promolecules
In the aforementioned discussion on pro-RSstereogenicity, the quadruplet of Figure 5 has been presumed to be concerned with promolecules as models of molecular entities. In other words, the discussion mainly aimed at global pro-RS-stereogenicity. In contrast, the local pro-RS-stereogenicity at a site (a center, an axis, etc.) in a molecule should be examined in order to discuss pro-R/pro-S-descriptors. The formulation by using promolecules ( Figure 5 ) is applicable to the examination of such local pro-RS-stereogenicity together with global pro-RS-stereogenicity, where such a promolecule can be regarded as a pro-RS-stereogenic unit for discussing the capability of giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors.
Pro-RS-Stereogenic Centers
When a promolecule depicted at a carbon center of a tetrahedral molecule is regarded as a pro-RS-stereogenic unit, such a carbon center is called a pro-RS-stereogenic center. The pro-RS-stereogenic center is characterized in terms of the present terminology as follows:
Pro-RS-Stereogenic Centers. A pro-RSstereogenic center is a grouping of Type II or IV, in which two ligands of the same kind (of constitutionally equivalence) attached to a central atom are permutable by means of an improper RS-permutation. The corresponding stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity belongs to Type I, III, or V.
Pro-RS-stereogenic centers belonging to Type II are listed in Figure 6a . The unit 7 or 8 contains two ligands X 2 (achiral in isolation), which are determined to be RS-diastereotopic by examining the corresponding Type-III stereoisogram for testifying pro-RSstereogenicity. Hence, the two ligands X 2 are differentiated by pro-R/pro-S-descriptors. Each of pro-RS-stereogenic centers 9-14 contains two ligands c 2 of the same kind which are chiral in isolation. By drawing the corresponding Type-III stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity, the ligands c 2 are determined to be RS-diastereotopic. Hence, two ligands c 2 are differentiated by pro-R/pro-S-descriptors.
For example, let us examine 8 of Type II (chiral/RS-astereogenic/scleral), whose stereoisogram is shown in Figure 7a On the same line, the S-configuration of the tentative promolecule 1 7 and the R-configuration of the tentative 18 are pairwise specified by means of the priority sequence A > b > X α ≥ X β . Note that the priority sequence A > b > X α ≥ X β is chirality-faithful. The intermolecular RS-diastereomeric relationship between 1 7 (S-configuration) and 1 8 (R-configuration) are translated into the intramolecular RS-diastereotopic relationship between the two ligands X α (pro-S) and X β (pro-R) of 17 (= 8). Because of the chirality-faithfulness of the priority sequence A > b > X α ≥ X β , the assignment of the ligands X α (pro-S) and X β (pro-R) in 8 is seemingly paired with the assignment of the ligands X α (pro-R) and X β (pro-S) in 8.
Pro-RS-stereogenic centers belonging to Type IV are listed in Figure 6b . The unit 15 contains two ligands X 2 (achiral in isolation), which are determined to be RS-diastereotopic by examining the corresponding Type-I stereoisogram for testifying pro-RSstereogenicity. Hence, the two ligands X 2 are differentiated by pro-R/pro-S-descriptors. It should be noted that the two ligands X 2 of the unit 15 are enantiotopic at the same time. On the other hand, the unit 16 corresponds to a Type-V stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity. The two ligands X 2 (achiral in isolation) are also determined to be RS-diastereotopic so that they are differentiated by pro-R/pro-S-descriptors.
The pro-RS-stereogenic units 15 and 16 can be regarded as special cases of 4 (Figure 2) , where we put c = c = X (achiral in isolation) for 15 or c = a, c = ā, and A = B = X for 16. Hence, they are also characterized to have prochirality. This point will be discussed later in detail by using concrete examples.
Pro-RS-Stereogenic Axes
When a chain of two or more carbon atoms contained in a promolecule is regarded as a pro-RS-stereogenic unit, such a unit is called a pro-RS-stereogenic axis. The pro-RS-stereogenic axis is characterized in terms of the present terminology as follows: The RS-diastereotopic relationship of the two c's contained in each pro-RS-stereogenic axis is determined by the corresponding stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity ( Figure 9 ). For stereoisograms for allene derivatives, see the cited references [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Pro
Because 19 and 21 which tentatively differentiated by subscripts α and β (Figure 9 ) are recognized as being in an RS-diastereomeric relationship, the two c's of 19 (= 21) are determined to be RS-diastereotopic. When we put focus on the ligand c α , the pro-R a -descriptor is assigned to the ligand c α of 19 by the priority sequence a > b and c α ≥ c β , while the pro-S a -descriptor is assigned to the ligand c α of 21 by the same priority sequence. Because 19 and 21 are identical when c α and c β are not differentiated, the pro-S a -descriptor is assigned to the ligand c β of 19 according to the pro-S a -descriptor assigned to the ligand c α of 21. Pro-RS-stereogenic axes belonging to Type II are listed in Figure 10a , where either one of enantiomers is depicted as a representative for a set of promolecules having essentially equivalent constitutions. Each of the units 22-24 contains two ligands X 2 (achiral in isolation), which are determined to be RS-diastereotopic by examining the corresponding Type-III stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity (cf. Figure 9 ). Hence, the two ligands X 2 are differentiated by pro-R/pro-S-descriptors.
Each of pro-RS-stereogenic units 25-33 contains two ligands c 2 of the same kind which are chiral in isolation. By drawing the corresponding Type-III stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity in a similar way to Figure 9 , the ligands c 2 are determined to be RS-diastereotopic. Hence, two ligands c 2 are differentiated by pro-R/pro-S-descriptors.
Pro-RS-stereogenic axes belonging to Type IV are listed in Figure 10b . The unit 34 (or 35) contains two ligands X 2 (achiral in isolation), which are determined to be RS-diastereotopic by examining the corresponding Type-I stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS -stereogenicity. Hence, the two ligands X 2 are differentiated by pro-R/pro-S-descriptors. At the same time, the two ligands X 2 of the unit 34 (or 35) are enantiotopic to each other. On the other hand, the unit 36 corresponds to a Type-V stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity. The two ligands X 2 (achiral in isolation) are also determined to be RS-diastereotopic so that they are differentiated by pro-R/pro-S-descriptors. 
Applications of Sequence Rules
Pro-RS-stereogenicity of Type-II Promolecules
As a concrete example of the promolecule 8 of Type II (cf. Figure 7) , let us examine R-glyceraldehyde (37), as shown in Figure 11 . The two structures depicted in the left part of Figure 11 are denoted by structure numbers with a subscript 3 (37 3 and 37 3 ) to emphasize the C 3 atom to be examined (Hereafter, such a subscript will be omitted if the omission causes no confusion).
The top row of the stereoisogram shown in Figure 11 , where the R-CH(OH)CH=O ligand is denoted by the symbol a, is used to specify the pro-RS-stereogenicity of the two hydrogens at the C 3 of R-glyceraldehyde (37). When the two hydrogens are differentiated by subscripts α and β, the resulting stereoisogram belongs to Type III (cf. Figure 7) . Because the two hydrogens are permuted so as to convert 37 3 into 38 3 , they are determined to be RS-diastereotopic. In order to name the hydrogen H α of 37 3 , we examine the C 3 of 37 3 , which is determined to have R-configuration by means of the priority sequence OH > a > H α ≥ H β . In terms of the R-configuration of the C 3 center, the hydrogen H α of 37 3 is assigned a pro-R-descriptor In order to name the hydrogen H β of 37 3 , the subscript β is replaced by α and the subscript α is replaced by β, where the use of the common priority sequence OH > a > H α ≥ H β is allowed. This replacement is equivalent to the permutation which converts 37 3 into 38 3 . Then, a similar procedure applied to 38 3 (= 37), so that the H α of 38 3 is determined to have a pro-S-descriptor, which is translated into the one assigned to the hydrogen H β of 37 3 .
As a result, the procedure for giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to the two hydrogens H α and H β of 37 3 is equivalent to the procedure for giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to H α of 37 3 and H α of 38 3 , where the two promolecules are tentatively regarded as being RS-diastereomeric. Thus, the RS-diastereomeric relationship between 37 3 and 38 3 (an intermolecular relationship) is correlated to the RS-diastereotopic relationship between H α and H β in 37 3 (an intramolecular relationship).
On a similar line, pro-R/pro-S-descriptors are assigned to the two hydrogens H α and H β of S-glyceraldehyde (37). It should be noted, however, that the assignment procedure for R-glyceraldehyde (37) is independent to the assignment procedure for S-glyceraldehyde (37). The intermolecular enantiomeric relationship between 37 and 37 cannot be translated into an intramolecular relationship because H α of 37 3 (with a) and H α of 37 3 (with ā) are not paired. That is to say, there is no enantiotopic relationship in R-glyceraldehyde (37) or in S-glyceraldehyde (37). On the other hand, the RS-diastereomeric relationship between 37 and 38 can be translated into the corresponding intramolecular relationship, i.e., an RS-diastereotopic relationship between the two hydrogens H α and H β of 37.
As a concrete example of the promolecule 11 of Type II, let us next examine (2R,4R)-2,3,4-trihydroxyglutaric acid (39) as shown in Figure 12 , where the subscript 3 of 39 3 is attached to emphasize the C 3 atom to be examined. After the two CH(OH)COOH ligands are differentiated by denoting c α and c β , we draw the corresponding stereoisogram of Type III for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity, as shown in the right part of Figure 12 . To testify the ligand c α of 39 3 , the priority sequence OH > c α ≥ c β > H is applied to 39 3 , which is tentatively characterized to have R-configuration. This is translated to the pro-R-descriptor of the ligand c α of 39 3 . A similar procedure is applied to 40 3 (= 39), so that the ligand c α of 40 3 is determined to have a pro-S-descriptor, which is translated into the one assigned to the ligand c β of 39 3 . It follows that the procedure for giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to the two ligands c α and c β of 39 3 is equivalent to the procedure for giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to H α of 39 3 and H α of 40 3 , where the two promolecules are tentatively regarded as being RS-diastereomeric. Thus, the RS-diastereomeric relationship between 39 3 and 40 3 (an intermolecular relationship) is correlated to the RS-diastereotopic relationship between c α and c β in 39 3 (an intramolecular relationship).
The assignment of pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to the two ligands c α and c β of (2S,4S)-2,3,4-trihydroxyglutaric acid (39) is conducted on a similar line. It should be noted, however, that the assignment procedure for 39 is independent of the assignment procedure for 39. The enantiomeric relationship between 39 and 39 cannot be translated into an intramolecular relationship, i.e., an enantiotopic relationship. In contrast, the RS-diastereomeric relationship between 39 and 40 can be translated into the corresponding intramolecular relationship, i.e., an RS-diastereotopic relationship between the two ligands c α and c β of 39.
The term "prochirality (original)" by Hanson [1] is unsuitable to specify 39 and 3 9 because of the following reasons: (1) (2R,4R)-2,3,4-trihydroxyglutaric acid (39) and (2S,4S)-2,3,4-trihydroxyglutaric acid (39) are already chiral; (2) the two ligands c's (or c's) in each of the molecules are chiral in isolation; and (3) they are determined to be chirotopic (according to Mislow and Siegel [6] ) and equivalently each of them belongs to a one-membered hemispheric orbit (according to Fujita [11] [12] [13] ).
In contrast, the term pro-RS-stereogenicity is suitable to specify 39 and 39, so that the pro-R/pro-S-descriptors have been determined by the RS-diastereotopic relationship between the two c's of 39 (or the two c's of 3 9 ), which is based on the RS-diastereomeric relationships between 39 and 40 (or between 39 and 40), as shown in Figure 12 .
In addition, the stereoisogram of Figure 12 indicates that the term "chirality (original)" in the original version of the CIP system [3] is also unsuitable to specify the C 3 of 39 (or 3 9 ). Because the C 3 of 39 (or 3 9 ) is determined to be chirotopic (according to Mislow and Siegel [6] ) and equivalently belong to a one-membered hemispheric orbit (according to Fujita [11] [12] [13] ), the local chirality of the C 3 without an R-or S-stereodescriptor is inconsistent with the "chirality (original)" which was once claimed to be the basis of giving RS-stereodescriptors in the original CIP system. Although the C 3 was later specified as being "non-stereogenic" and recognized to be excluded during the naming process of the revised CIP system [4] , it was not so clearly demonstrated how such "non-stereogenic" site was determined if one did not rely on chirality in the conventional terminology. In contrast, the C 3 is more definitely specified by the term RS-astereogenic according to Fujita's formulation [14] so that the stereoisogram at the C 3 of 39 is concluded to belong to Type II (chiral, RS-astereogenic, and scleral). Thereby, the pro-RS-stereogenicity of 39 (at its C 3 ) is concluded to be part of the RS-astereogenicity of 39 (at its C 3 ).
Pro-RS-stereogenicity of Type-IV Promolecules
Superposition of Pro-RS-Stereogenicity on Prochirality.
A typical example of the promolecule 15 of Type IV is ethanol (41), as shown in Figure 13 . When the two hydrogens at the C 1 of ethanol (41) are differentiated by subscripts α and β, the resulting stereoisogram belongs to Type I and show the pro-RS-stereogenicity at the C 1 . Because the two hydrogens are permuted so as to convert 41 1 into 42 1 , they are determined to be RS-diastereotopic. In order to name the hydrogen H α of 41 1 , we examine the C 1 of 41 1 , which is determined to have R-configuration by means of the priority sequence OH > CH 3 > H α ≥ H β . In terms of the R-configuration of the C 1 center, the hydrogen H α of 41 1 is characterized by a pro-R-descriptor.
In order to name the hydrogen H β of 41 1 , the subscript β is replaced by α and vice versa, where the use of the common priority sequence OH > CH 3 > H α ≥ H β is allowed. This replacement is equivalent to the permutation which converts 41 1 into 42 1 . Then, a similar procedure applied to 42 1 (= 41), so that the H α of 42 1 is determined to have a pro-S-descriptor, which is translated into pro-S assigned to the hydrogen H β of 41 1 . It follows that the procedure for giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to the two hydrogens H α and H β of 41 1 is equivalent to the procedure for giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to H α of 41 1 and H α of 42 1 , where the two promolecules are tentatively regarded as being RS-diastereomeric. Thus, the RS-diastereomeric relationship between 41 1 and 42 1 (an intermolecular relationship) is correlated to the RS-diastereotopic relationship between H α and H β in 41 1 (an intramolecular relationship).
As shown in the diagonal equality symbol appearing in the stereoisogram of Figure 13 , the tentative promolecule 42 1 , which is RS-diastereomeric to 41 1 , is identical to the tentative promolecule 41 1 , which is enantiomeric to 41 1 . This means that the RS-diastereomeric relationship (41 1 /42 1 along the horizontal S-axis) is superposed onto the enantiomeric relationship (41 1 /41 1 along the vertical C-axis), although these two intermolecular relationships are conceptually distinct from each other.
By translating such intermolecular relationships into intramolecular ones, the RS-diastereotopic relationship between the two hydrogens of 41 1 is concluded to be superposed onto the enantiotopic relationship between them, although the RS-diastereotopic relationship is conceptually distinct from the enantiotopic relationship. The promolecule 41 1 exhibiting pro-RS-stereogenicity is at the same time a special case of 4 exhibiting prochirality, where we put A = OH, B = CH 3 , c = c = H in Figure 2 . In other words, pro-RS-stereogenicity and prochirality are superposed onto each other in 41 1 .
Coexistence of Pro-RS-Stereogenicity with Prochirality. As a typical example of the promolecule 16
of Type IV, let us examine (2R,4S)-2,4-dihydroxyglutaric acid 43 shown in Figure  14 . When the two hydrogens at the C 3 of 43 are differentiated by subscripts α and β, the resulting stereoisogram ( Figure 14) belongs to Type V, where the RS-diastereomeric relationship between 43 and 44 shows the pro-RS-stereogenicity at the C 3 . Because the two hydrogens are permuted so as to cause the conversion of 43 3 into 44 3 , they are determined to be RS-diastereotopic. In order to name the hydrogen H α of 43 3 , we examine the tentative promolecule 43 3 , which is determined to have R-configuration by means of the priority sequence a > ā > H α ≥ H β . In terms of the R-configuration of the C 3 center, the hydrogen H α of 43 3 is specified by a pro-R-descriptor. Figure 14 . Stereoisogram for specifying pro-RSstereogenicity at the C 3 of (2R,4S)-2,4-dihydroxyglutaric acid. The two hydrogens at the C 3 are named in terms of pro-R/pro-S-descriptors, which are given by means of RS-diastereotopic relationships (but not of enantiotopic relationships). The priority sequence a > ā > H α ≥ H β is chirality-unfaithful.
For the purpose of specifying the hydrogen H β of 43 3 , the subscript β is replaced by α and the subscript α is replaced by β, where the use of the common priority sequence a > ā > H α ≥ H β is allowed. This replacement is equivalent to the permutation which converts 43 3 into 44 3 . Then, a similar procedure is applied to 44 3 (= 43), so that the H α of 44 3 is determined to have a pro-S-descriptor, which is translated into the descriptor pro-S assigned to the hydrogen H β of 43 3 .
As a result, the procedure for giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to the two hydrogens H α and H β of 43 3 is equivalent to the procedure for giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors to H α of 43 3 Figure 2 . The ligands a and ā are determined to be in an enantiotopic relationship (according to Mislow and Siegel [6] ) and equivalently to belong to a two-membered enantiospheric orbit (according to Fujita [11] [12] [13] ). Hence, the C 3 of 43 is determined to exhibit prochirality by the attachment of the two ligands a and ā which are enantiotopic (cf. Figure 2 ). At the same time, the abovementioned discussion reveals that the C 3 of 43 exhibits pro-RS-stereogenicity by virtue of the two hydrogens H α and H β . In summary, pro-RS-stereogenicity and prochirality coexist in 43.
Multiple Pro-RS-Stereogenic Centers
As an example which involves pro-RS-stereogenic centers of different types, Figure 15 shows the assignments for glycerol (45). Each promolecule in Figure 15 is denoted by a structure number which is composed of the compound number 45 with a subscript for specifying the locant number of the corresponding pro-RS-stereogenic center. When we focus on the C 3 of glycerol, two ligands CH 2 OH (denoted as X), which are achiral in isolation, are recognized to be RS-diastereotopic by examining the corresponding stereoisogram of Type I, as shown in the right part of Figure 15a . The ligand X α of 45 3 is determined to have pro-R because a tentative R-stereodescriptor is assigned to 45 3 in accord with the priority sequence OH > X α ≥ X β > H. The ligand X α of 46 3 is characterized to be pro-S by applying the same priority sequence. The two X's at the C 3 of 45 3 , which are in an RS-diastereotopic relationship, are at the same time in an enantiotopic relationship (according to Mislow and Siegel [6] ) and equivalently belong to a two-membered enantiospheric orbit (according to Fujita [11] [12] [13] ). As a result, the C 3 of 45 also exhibit prochirality.
The two hydrogens H α and H β at the C 2 of glycerol 45 are determined to be RS-diastereotopic by examining the corresponding stereoisogram of Type III, as shown in the right part of Figure 15b . By applying the priority sequence OH > a > H α ≥ H β , the tentative promolecule 45 2 is determined to have an R-configuration, so that the hydrogen H α at the C 2 is named pro-R. The tentative S-configuration of 47 2 indicates that the hydrogen H α at the C 2 of 47 2 is named pro-S, which is translated into pro-S assigned to H β of 45 2 .
The two hydrogens H α and H β at the C 4 of glycerol 45 can be treated in a parallel way to those at C 2 , where a tentative RS-diastereomeric relationship between 45 4 and 48 4 is taken into consideration. The result is shown in Figure 15c .
Geometrically speaking, H α (pro-R) at the C 2 of 45 2 is enantiotopic to H β (pro-S) at the C 4 of 45 4 . It follows that such geometric pairing due to enantiotopicity turns out to have nothing to do with the assignment of the pro-R/pro-S-descriptors. Note that the pro-R of the H α at the C 2 of 45 2 is paired with the pro-S of the H β at the C 2 of 45 2 , where the two hydrogens at issue are in an RS-diastereotopic relationship. The seeming pairing of the pro-R of the H α at the C 2 of 45 2 with the pro-S of the H β at the C 4 of 45 4 is interpreted in terms of chirality-faithfulness, which can be correlated to the two X's of 45 3 .
Comments on the Conventional Terminology Paradigm Shift Brought About by RS-Diastereotopic Relationships
The paradoxical and confused situations described in the Introduction mainly stem from the conventional dichotomy that stereoheterotopic relationships are divided into enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones [21] . Because these intramolecular relationships are related to intermolecular relationships, i.e., stereoisomeric, enantiomeric, and diastereomeric ones, the dichotomy between enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones is derived in a parallel way to the dichotomy between enantiomeric relationships and diastereomeric ones, as found in flowcharts summarized in Refs. [9, 29] .
The difference between the conventional terminology and the present one seems to be slight but brings about a deep conceptual change in the theoretical foundations of stereochemistry. The change is characterized to be a paradigm shift shown in Figure 16 [16, 17] . That is to say, the dichotomy of the conventional terminology (represented by broken-lined boxes) is shifted to the dichotomy of the present approach (represented by solid-lined boxes). Figure 16 . Paradigm shift from the conventional terminology to the present terminology for topicities [16, 17] . A broken-lined box represents a term of the conventional terminology, while a solid-lined box represents a term of the present terminology.
In contrast to the conventional terminology, the present terminology (RS-diastereotopic relationships etc.) is based on the concept of RS-stereoisomerism, which is a subclass of stereoisomerism. The concept of RS-stereoisomerism is illustrated by means of stereoisograms, each of which contains three types of RS-stereoisomeric relationships, i.e., enantiomeric, RS-diastereomeric, and holantimeric relationships. On the basis of these intermolecular relationships, intramolecular relationships derived from such stereoisograms are composed of three types of RS-stereotopic (RS-stereoheterotopic) relationships, i.e., enantiotopic, RS-diastereotopic, and holantitopic relationships. In the present paper, enantiotopic and RS-diastereotopic relationships are mainly used, because holantitopic relationships require future investigations of further intramolecular environments. The term RS-stereotopic is adopted here in place of the term RS-stereoheterotopic in order to emphasize equivalence rather than difference (implied by the modifier "hetero").
Pro-RS-Stereogenicity Without Prochirality
The pro-RS-stereogenicity centers of Type II (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) collected in Figure 6a do not exhibit prochirality, because Type II (chiral/RS-astereogenic/scleral) already means chiral promolecules. In contrast, the pro-RS-stereogenicity is determined by a Type III stereoisogram for specifying pro-RS-stereogenicity. The conversion of Type II into Type III (chiral/RS-stereogenic/scleral), i.e., the net change from an RS-astereogenic property to an RS-stereogenic one, shows the essence of pro-RS-stereogenicity, as shown in Figures 7, 11 , and 12.
Prochirality Without Pro-RS-Stereogenicity
Let us reexamine the prochiral case of Figure 2 . The promolecule 4 belongs to Type V (achiral/RS-stereogenic/scleral), whose stereoisogram is shown in Figure 17a . The promolecule 4 does not exhibit pro-RS-stereogenicity, because Type V already means an RS-stereogenic promolecule. The prochirality is determined by using a Type III stereoisogram for specifying prochirality (Figure 17b) , where the two ligands c and c are differentiated by adding subscripts α and β. The tentative promolecules 5 and 5 are in an enantiomeric relationship, which means the enantiotopicity between the two ligands c and c of 4. The conversion of Type V into Type III (chiral/RS-stereogenic/scleral), i.e., the net change from an achiral property to a chiral one, shows the essence of prochirality, when the vertical relationship (the equality symbol along the C-axis) of Figure 17a is compared with the corresponding one (the double-headed arrow along the C-axis) of Figure 17b .
It should be noted that the Type-V promolecules 4 and 49 are already different to be RS-diastereomeric (also diastereomeric in the conventional terminology), so that they are chemically different from each other. Each of them is specified by the CIP system, i.e., 4 (r) or 49 (s), where the four ligands A, B, c, and c are regarded as being different in isolation. This point is in agreement with its RS-stereogenicity defined by the present approach (cf. Table 1 ). 
Pro-RS-Stereogenicity Coincident With Prochirality
Cases Extended Erroneously to Give General Rules. Although these cases have been discussed ( Figure  13 ), some comments are added here to emphasize drawbacks of the conventional terminology. The difference between the conventional terminology and the present one appears decisively in the case of Type IV promolecules such as 15 depicted in Figure 6 . Let us examine 15 according to the conventional terminology, which is based on the term "stereoheterotopicity". The Type IV property of 15 is illustrated in Table 18a , where all of the promolecules contained in the stereoisogram represent the same molecular entity.
The corresponding stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity (and prochirality) exhibits Type I property (Figure 18b ). On a similar line to the abovementioned discussion on Figure 15a , the pair of two X's (X α and X β ) in 50 (= 15) is determined to be RS-diastereotopic by examining the RS-diastereomeric relationship between 50 and 51 (along the S-axis) so that the central atom of 50 exhibits pro-RS-stereogenicity. When the priority sequence A > B > X α ≥ X β is given, the X α in 50 is assigned pro-R, while the X β in 50 (or the X α in 51) is assigned pro-S.
On the other hand, the same pair is determined to be enantiotopic by examining the enantiomeric relationship between 50 and 50 (along the C-axis) so that the central atom of 50 (= 15) exhibits prochirality. It follows that pro-RS-stereogenicity and prochirality are superposed onto each other in the case of 50, which corresponds to the Type I stereoisogram, serving as a device for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity as well as prochirality (Figure 18b ). Confusion Between Pro-RS-Stereogenicity and Prochirality. In the conventional terminology, the capability of giving pro-R/pro-S-descriptors or Re/Si-descriptors has been explained by means of "prostereogenic" units. Such "prostereogenic" units were classified in terms of topic relationships of constitutionally equivalent groups, i.e., enantiotopic groups and diastereotopic groups, where enantiotopic groups were correlated to a "prochiral center" while diastereotopic groups were correlated to a "prodiastereomeric center" ( Table 2 on page 17 of [7] ). Obviously, this terminology in which enantiotopic groups were discussed separately from "diastereotopic" groups suffers from the oversimplified dichotomy between enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones. It underestimates the fact that RS-diastereotopic relationships may be superposed onto enantiotopic relationships, as pointed out in Figure 18 .
The case of CABX 2 discussed by means of Figure 18 is dually recognized by considering that the pair c/c satisfy c = c = X in Figure 2 or that the symbols satisfy a = ā = A, b = b = B, and c = (c =) X in Figure 1 . Obviously, this duality was overlooked by Hanson's definition of the "prochirality (original)" [1] , which has undesignedly caused serious confusion pending over about a half century, as pointed out by IUPAC 1996 Recommendations [8] : "This term (prochirality) is used in different, sometimes contradictory ways: four are listed below."
More definitely speaking, if we rely on the conventional terminology, the tentative promolecule 51, which is recognized to be the RS-diastereomer of 50 (along the S-axis) in the present approach, is exclusively determined to be the enantiomer of 50, because 51 is identical to 50 (along with the C-axis). The dichotomy between enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones forces us to nullify the RS-diastereotopicity of the two X's so that the pair of two X's in 50 is exclusively determined to be enantiotopic. Hence we are forced to conclude that pro-R/pro-S-descriptors for the two X's in 50 are based on their enantiotopicity, so long as we rely on the conventional terminology.
The fact to be recognized is that the promolecule 51 resulted by an RS-permutation operation (related to an RS-diastereotopic relationship) is identical to the promolecule 5 0 resulted by a reflection operation (related to an enantiotopic relationship). It should be emphasized that this fact is differently recognized by the conventional terminology and by the present terminology.
Obviously, the conventional terminology selects the promolecule 50 only and nullifies the promolecule 51, so that it recognizes neither RS-permutation nor related RS-diastereotopic relationship. The preference of enantiotopic relationships is concluded to be a source of the confusion concerning "prochirality (original)". In other words, the "prochirality (original)" has misinterpreted the cases in which pro-RS-stereogenicity and prochirality are superposed onto each other (e.g., 15 in Figure 18 ).
In contrast, the present terminology selects both of the promolecules 51 and 5 0 . Thereby, the present approach has clarified that the pro-R/pro-S system is based on pro-RS-stereogenicity, where pro-R-and pro-S-descriptors are pairwise given to two ligands which are located in an RS-diastereotopic relationship. As a result, a balanced viewpoint is allowed between the RS-diastereotopic relationship and the enantiotopic relationship as well as between pro-RS-stereogenicity and prochirality.
Coexistence of Pro-RS-Stereogenicity and Prochirality
As a continuation of the discussion for Figure 14 , some comments are added here to emphasize the drawbacks of the conventional terminology. The difference between the conventional terminology and the present one appears decisively in another case of Type IV promolecules such as 16 depicted in Figure 6 . Let us examine 16 according to the conventional terminology, which is based on the term stereoheterotopicity. The Type IV property of 16 is illustrated in Figure 19a , where all of the promolecules contained in the stereoisogram represent the same molecule.
First, according to the present terminology, the corresponding stereoisogram for testifying pro-RS-stereogenicity exhibits Type V property, as shown in Figure 19b . In a similar way to Figure 14 , the pair of two X's (X α and X β in 52 (= 16) is determined to be RS-diastereotopic by examining the RS-diastereomeric relationship between 52 and 53 (along the S-axis) so that the central atom of 52 exhibits pro-RS-stereogenicity. When the priority sequence a > ā > X α ≥ X β is given, the X α in 52 is assigned pro-R, while the X β in 52 (or the X α in 53) is assigned pro-S. On the other hand, the (self-)enantiomeric relationships in the stereoisogram (along the C-axis of Figure 19b ) do not indicate the enantiotopicity of the two X's in 52. In contrast, Figure 19c (along the C-axis) indicates an illustrative specification of the enantiotopicity between the ligands a and ā in 54, which has been implied by Figure 14 (cf. Figure 2) .
Second, if we rely on the conventional terminology, the tentative promolecule 53 is determined to be the diastereomer of 52. According to the dichotomy between enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones, the pair of two X's is exclusively determined to be diastereotopic. Hence we are forced to conclude that pro-R/pro-S-descriptors for the two X's are based on their diastereotopicity, so long as we rely on the conventional terminology.
In summary, so long as we rely on the conventional terminology, we are forced to say that pro-R/pro-S-descriptors are given on the basis of an enantiotopic relationship for the two X's of 50 in Figure  18 , while they are given on the basis of a diastereotopic relationship for the two X's of 52 in Figure 19 . Figures  18 and 19 clearly demonstrate the paradoxical situation described in the Introduction. Even if the term "stereoheterotopic" was coined to integrate enantiotopicity and diastereotopicity and claimed to be the basis of the pro-R/pro-S system, the paradoxical situation was only concealed out of our consciousness.
Rather, the way of the conventional terminology would never arrive at a complete settlement. In contrast, the present approach shows that the two X's of 50 ( Figure 18 ) and the two X's of 52 ( Figure 19 ) are both located in RS-diastereotopic relationships. As a result, the basis of the pro-R/pro-S system is concluded to be pro-RS-stereogenicity that is definitely linked with RS-diastereotopic relationships.
Conclusion
Just as the dichotomy for stereoisomeric relationships (between enantiomers and diastereomers) was clarified to be oversimplified in discussing intermolecular stereochemistry (cf. [30, 31] ), the dichotomy for stereoheterotopic relationships (between enantiotopic relationships and diastereotopic ones) has been shown to be oversimplified for the purpose of discussing intramolecular stereochemistry in a more consistent way than previous methodologies (cf. [16, 17] ). This recognition has brought about an important conclusion that the conventional term "prostereoisomerism" [5] (as well as the term "prochirality (original)" [1] ) should be abandoned in discussing a basis of giving pro-R/pro-Sdescriptors, just as the term "stereoisomerism" (or
